Google Apps Premium Edition.
General Overview:

"What got me excited about
Google Apps was the mass
computing power that Google
has and their ability to deliver it
in a secure way to enterprises."

Walt Oswald – VP of IT
Motorola Mobile Devices Division.

"TVR achieved 500% ROI in one
month, replacing Microsoft
Exchange with Google Apps."
Nucleus Research
TVR Communications

"With Google Apps, everybody is
running the same copy because
it all comes from a central
server. That's a more secure and
a more powerful way to run
your business."

Marc Benioff – Chairman and
CEO
Salesforce.com
CRM software provider
Technology, North America

Google Apps is a package of integrated online applications that promises to
change the way your users communicate and collaborate.
By setting up an implementation of Google Apps, you’re taking a significant
step towards providing your users with powerful, Easy-to-use tools for
getting their work done.
As a hosted service, Google Apps is cost effective, with straightforward peruser/per-year licensing and no software upgrades or hardware to purchase.
No more compromises: Your Company can now give all of its employees,
contractors, and trusted vendors robust email and data-sharing
applications, which they can use wherever they are.

Available applications:
Gmail – With 25 GB of storage, built in chat, innovative search and
IMAP capability, corporate no longer needs to worry about
Email quotas or spam.

Chat– IM and VOIP client for text messaging, voice calling, and file
transfer (with no file size restrictions).
Scheduler–Manage meeting online. A web-based calendar
application that enables employees to work together
efficiently and helps minimize costs and IT hassles.
Docs– Authoring tool for creating, sharing, and collaborating on
documents, spreadsheets and presentations.
Sites– Collaboration site for publishing project-related Web
Pages using tools that team members can easily
master.
Video–Tool for sharing rich video information, training,
announcements, and other important communications.
10Gb space per domain.

Blackberry Sync– Synchronization of Mobile devices to
The enterprise environment.
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